
Rule Waivers
8.1.2 For institutions delaying the start of the season due to COVID-19, waive the mandatory Oct. 1 deadline for inputting the

team’s first day of practice, competition schedule and roster into the OPC. Head coaches still must input team rosters into
the Trackwrestling/NWCA OPC prior to conducting weight assessments. Team schedules must be put into the
Trackwrestling/NWCA system prior to the first scheduled competition.

Rationale: Waiving this deadline for those institutions delaying the start of the season due to COVID-19 would allow for
changes to the roster and schedule and ensure more accurate information is input into the OPC. All information still must
be input prior to conducting weight assessments and the team’s first competition. 

8.3.1 For institutions delaying the start of the season due to COVID-19, waive the mandatory deadline of Nov. 1 to conduct
weight assessments to allow wrestlers to be certified after Nov. 1 but no later than prior to their first competition. Rule
8.3.12 remains unchanged and no wrestler may weigh-in at a weight classification lower than what is indicated on their
weight loss descent plan.

Rationale: Waiving this deadline for those institutions delaying the start of the season due to COVID-19 would allow more
time for those institutions that may not yet have student-athletes back on campus and ensure wrestlers are not asked to
certify too early in the fall semester. Weight assessments still must be conducted prior to the first competition.

Due to challenges resulting from COVID-19, playing rules waivers for several sports have been granted for the 2020-21 winter season. The playing
rules waivers are consistent with the guidance included in the previously published NCAA Resocialization of Collegiate Sport documents. In this
regard, the NCAA playing rules committees and staff will continue to monitor any additional developments and make adjustments as appropriate.
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9.1.2 Dual meet medical examination/skin checks may be executed, by mutual agreement, any time on the day of competition
but not less than 15 minutes prior to the scheduled time for weigh-ins. If the teams cannot mutually agree on a time,
medical examination/skin checks shall be completed 15 minutes prior to the scheduled time for weigh-ins. Individual
advancement, team advancement and open event tournament medical examination/skin checks may be executed up to one
hour but not less than 15 minutes prior to the scheduled time for weigh-ins.

Rationale: Increasing the window of time to conduct medical examinations would allow for a staged and staggered process
of this precompetition event. Additional time provides game management certified athletic trainers the ability to complete
the medical examinations using physical distancing best practices without dramatically intruding on the weigh-in schedule. 
NOTE: The extended window of time only applies to medical exams and not weigh-ins. Weigh-ins still must be conducted
according to the times outlined in Rules 9.3.1 and 9.4.2 to ensure healthy weight-loss practices.

9.2.14 At the mutually agreed upon time, or 15 minutes prior to the scheduled time for weigh-ins, all wrestlers who wish to
compete shall present themselves at medical exams, properly groomed, in a suitable undergarment and not engaged in any
weight loss activity. The penalty for not arriving at the medical exam at the prescribed time is disqualification from the
event. 
If medical exams are held at any time earlier than 15 minutes prior to the scheduled time for weigh-ins, all wrestlers must
report for weigh-ins no later than 15 minutes prior to the scheduled weigh-in time. At the time wrestlers report for weigh-
ins, wrestlers must again be in a suitable garment and not engaged in any weight loss activity. Penalty for violating this rule
is disqualification from the event.

Rationale: Based on the change to Rule 9.1.2, clarifies the time wrestlers must report for weigh-ins if the medical exam is
completed at any time earlier than 15 minutes prior to the scheduled time for weigh-ins and when weight loss activity must
cease before weigh-ins. Also outlines the penalty for not arriving to medical exams at the prescribed time.
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